Variations in size and shape of multicellular organs depend on spatio-temporal regulation of cell division and expansion. Here, cell division and expansion rates were quantified relative to the three spatial axes in the first leaf pair of Arabidopsis thaliana. The results show striking differences in expansion rates: the expansion rate in the petiole is higher than in the leaf blade; expansion rates in the lateral direction are higher than longitudinal rates between 5 and 10 days after stratification, but become equal at later stages of leaf blade development; and anticlinal expansion co-occurs with, but is an order of magnitude slower than periclinal expansion. Anticlinal expansion rates also differed greatly between tissues: the highest rates occurred in the spongy mesophyll and the lowest in the epidermis. Cell division rates were higher and continued for longer in the epidermis compared with the palisade mesophyll, causing a larger increase of palisade than epidermal cell area over the course of leaf development. The cellular dynamics underlying the effect of shading on petiole length and leaf thickness were then investigated. Low light reduced leaf expansion rates, which was partly compensated by increased duration of the growth phase. Inversely, shading enhanced expansion rates in the petiole, so that the blade to petiole ratio was reduced by 50%. Low light reduced leaf thickness by inhibiting anticlinal cell expansion rates. This effect on cell expansion was preceded by an effect on cell division, leading to one less layer of palisade cells. The two effects could be uncoupled by shifting plants to contrasting light conditions immediately after germination. This extended kinematic analysis maps the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of cell division and expansion, providing a framework for further research to understand the molecular regulatory mechanisms involved.
Introduction
Leaf morphology provides us with an interesting conundrum: on one hand it is genetically so tightly defined that it serves as a basis for taxonomic discrimination, and on the other hand its dimensions are highly plastic and readily affected by environmental conditions.
Leaf growth is a dynamic process, where the transition from a small primordium to a mature, fully grown leaf is regulated by two key processes: cell division and expansion Breuninger and Lenhard, 2010; Gonzalez et al., 2012; Kalve et al., 2014) . Therefore, a thorough study of cell division and expansion is necessary to understand leaf growth regulatory mechanisms. Kinematic analyses of cell division and expansion in leaves are increasingly being used to understand the cellular basis of leaf size differences (Silk and Erickson, 1979; Nelissen et al., 2013) . It is well documented that leaf growth is affected by different environmental constraints that affect the global rates of cell division and expansion (Granier and Tardieu, 2009; Skirycz et al., 2011) . Mutants specifically altered in leaf shape and size, especially in the model species Arabidopsis thaliana, strongly suggest that expansion and division in different orientations are to some degree independently regulated and that they may have different temporal dynamics (Tsuge et al., 1996; Horiguchi et al., 2006; Tsukaya, 2008) . It is, however, rarely studied how the rates of these growth processes vary relative to the three spatial dimensions, length, width, and thickness, and as a function of time during the growth of an organ in order to determine the morphology of the mature leaf.
A second issue is that individual tissues display different cell division activities (Donnelly et al., 1999) and this may extend to cell expansion. In analogy to the situation in the root tip (Swarup et al., 2005; Ubeda-Tomás et al., 2009) , tissue-specific regulation of growth processes may be an important aspect of leaf growth regulation. Indeed, it was demonstrated that the response of leaf growth to brassinosteroids resides in the epidermis and is translated by a noncell-autonomous signal to the inner layers (Savaldi-Goldstein et al., 2007) . An elegant study of a Nicotiana chimera showed that the genotype of the epidermal layer determines the rate and extent of cell division in the mesophyll and the leaf size (Marcotrigiano, 2010) . On the other hand, a detailed anatomical study of A. thaliana leaf development highlighted the increase in mesophyll volume as the most prominent process (Pyke et al., 1991) . Moreover, environmental cues such as low light and water deficiency have been shown to affect leaf thickness specifically through effects on the cell volume in mesophyll cell layers (Wuyts et al., 2012) . The effect of different light intensities on leaf development showed that high light stimulates leaf thickness by increasing the number of mesophyll tissue layers (James and Bell, 2000; Yano and Terashima, 2004; Wuyts et al., 2012) . Hence, it appears that different layers play a role in determining specific aspects of leaf morphology in response to environmental and physiological signals. Besides the interaction between layers, it is also still uncertain how most of the environmentally and genetically induced morphological differences are established during leaf development. Therefore, determining the spatial distribution of growth and division rates in different tissue layers is a way to advance our understanding of leaf growth regulation.
The objective of this study is therefore to quantify cell division and expansion rates in three dimensions throughout the development of the A. thaliana leaf. Specifically, the following questions are addressed. (i) Are expansion rates synchronized in lateral (increasing leaf width), longitudinal (increasing leaf length), and anticlinal (increasing leaf thickness) directions at the whole-leaf level? (ii) Are anticlinal expansion rates synchronized between tissue layers? (iii) Are division rates synchronized between cell layers at the whole-leaf level? (iv) What is the effect of shading on cell division and expansion rates which causes differences in leaf morphology?
The analysis provides a first spatio-temporal map of cell division and expansion rates in all three directions for the first leaf pair of A. thaliana under optimal conditions. The study of the effect of shading demonstrates how a single environmental factor affects cell division and expansion at different developmental stages and independently of one another.
Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions
Arabidopsis thaliana wild-type Col-0 seeds were sterilized in 70% ethanol for 1 min and 5% bleach for 10 min, followed by rinsing with water, and sown on half-strength MS (Murashige and Skoog, 1962) medium (Duchefa, The Netherlands) supplemented with 1% sucrose in 150 × 25 mm round Petri dishes (Falcon ® tissue culture dishes). After sowing, the plates were placed at 4 °C for 2 d to synchronize germination. After stratification, the plates were transferred to a growth chamber with an air temperature of 22 °C and shelves cooled to 19 °C. Two different light intensities [10-20 μmol m -2 s -1 and 120-130 μmol m -2 s -1 photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)] were applied in a 16 h day and 8 h night regime.
Leaf growth analysis
Growth analysis was performed on the first leaf pair. Leaves were fixed and cleared with 70% ethanol for 24 h and subsequently in 100% lactic acid, which was also used as a mounting agent. Leaf images were obtained with a binocular microscope (Nikon SMZ1000) fitted with a digital camera (Zeiss AxioCam Cc1) from 5 to 25 days after stratification (DAS). On each day, the leaf surface area, blade length, blade width, and petiole length of 5-15 leaves were measured using ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Logarithmic values of the means of leaf area, leaf blade length, blade width, and petiole length were used and locally fitted with a 5-point quadratic function (Erickson, 1976) , the first derivative of which was used to determine the relative expansion rates.
Transverse sectioning
From 5 to 25 DAS, 4-8 leaves were fixed under a vacuum in a solution of 5% acetic acid, 5% formaldehyde, and 50% ethanol for an hour. Fixed leaves were rinsed with phosphate buffer, pH 7.2 and dehydrated by sequential 4 h incubations in 30, 50, 70, 80, 90, and 95% ethanol , and 1 h incubation in 98%, 99%, and twice in 100% ethanol. The dehydrated seedlings were incubated at room temperature in 30, 50, and 70% (v/v) Technovit 7100 resin with ethanol and in 100% resin for 15 h. These incubated leaves were embedded in resin with hardener and allowed to harden for 24 h at room temperature. Cross-sections of the middle part of the leaf were cut (2 μm thick) with a rotary microtome (Leica Reichert-Jung 2040), stained with 0.05% (w/v) solution of toluidine blue for 10 min, and rinsed with distilled water for 1 min. Slides with the sections were dried at 40 ºC and mounted using DePeX as the mounting agent. Pictures of the sections were taken with a bright field microscope (Zeiss Axio Scope A1 at ×20 magnification) fitted with a digital camera (Zeiss AxioCam Cm1). The number of cell layers was counted and total leaf thickness and the thickness of each cell layer were measured with ImageJ. The logarithmic values of average leaf thickness and the thickness of each cell layer per day were used and locally fitted using a 5-point quadratic function, the first derivative of which was used to determine the relative expansion rate.
Cellular measurements
A kinematic analysis of the abaxial epidermal cells was performed using 3-5 average leaves for each time point from 7 to 25 DAS as described by Nelissen et al. (2013) . Leaves of early days (i.e. 7-10 DAS) were stained with propidium iodide followed by the protocol of Wuyts et al. (2010) , and cell images were obtained with a Nikon C1 confocal microscope mounted on a Nikon Eclipse E600. Leaf samples of later time points were cleared with 70% ethanol and subsequently stored and mounted in 100% lactic acid on object slides for microscopy. Epidermal and palisade cells located between 25% and 75% of the leaf blade from tip to base were imaged using DIC optics on a Zeiss Axio Scope A1 at ×20 and ×40 magnification fitted with a digital camera (Zeiss AxioCam Cm1). The outlines of imaged epidermal and palisade cells were hand drawn on an LCD tablet (Wacom drawing pad) connected to an iMac computer running ImageJ. Cell analysis of drawn cells was done with an automated image analysis software that discriminates guard cells from pavement cells based on the presence of the stomatal pore, measures the area of all cells, and counts the number of cells (Andriankaja et al., 2012) . From these data, the average cell area was calculated, the number of cells per leaf was estimated by dividing the leaf blade area by the average cell area, and the stomatal index was determined as the fraction of guard cells relative to all epidermal cells (pavement+guard cells). Rates of cell division and the increase in cell area were calculated as the relative rate of increase in cell number and cell size in each layer over time, respectively. For this, the logarithmic values of means of cell size and cell number were locally fitted with a 5-point quadratic function, the first derivative of which was used as the relative growth and division rates, respectively.
Statistical analysis
Standard error was calculated from different replicates on each time point for leaf area, cell area, cell number, stomatal index, thickness, and cell layer. Statistical analysis to compare light effects was conducted using SPSS 16.0 statistical software, and significant differences between the means of parameters were determined by t-test (P-value <0.01). Because the calculation of expansion and division rates is based on a single fit on the population averages of five successive points, a single value is obtained for each time point; this precludes further statistical analysis.
Results
Leaf morphology is defined by three axes: (i) the lateral axis which defines leaf width; (ii) the longitudinal axis connecting top (distal) and bottom (proximal) parts of the leaf; along this axis a distinction between the blade and petiole appears during development; and (iii) the transversal or dorso-ventral axis that defines leaf thickness from the upper (adaxial) to the lower (abaxial) surface and along which cells are organized in distinct layers of different cell types (Fig. 1) . To quantify the leaf growth process in relation to these three axes, cell division and expansion rates were determined in the first leaf pair of A. thaliana from germination at day 5 till maturity at 25 DAS.
Whole-leaf expansion
Directly after emergence at 5 DAS, there is no distinction between blade and petiole. At 8 DAS, the petiole is formed, contributing 27% of the total leaf length ( Fig. 2A) . Both the leaf blade and petiole grow exponentially until 18 DAS, when they reach their mature size ( Fig. 2A) . Interestingly, petiole elongation rates were higher than those of the blade between day 12 and 18 ( Fig. 2B ), so that in the mature leaf the petiole contributes 39% of the total length.
In young primordia, at 5 DAS, the width of a leaf is <50% of its length (Fig. 2C, E) . Like length, leaf width also increased at exponential rates, but the lateral expansion rates were higher than the longitudinal rates until 10 DAS (Fig. 2D) , so that the length/width ratio of the blade gradually declines from 2 to 1, meaning that the length and width become roughly equal (Fig. 2E) . After that the leaf continues to expand at low rates that are balanced in lateral and longitudinal directions until the leaf attains its final size around day 20 (Fig. 2D, E) .
Expansion rates in the anticlinal direction (i.e. increasing thickness) were an order of magnitude lower than areal expansion rates, explaining the flattened morphology of the leaf. Interestingly, anticlinal expansion occurred during the same time frame as areal expansion, but with different dynamics. Maximal areal rates were occurring at the earliest time point, while the highest anticlinal expansion occurred between 7 and 12 DAS, when areal expansion rates were rapidly declining (Fig. 2D ).
Cell type-specific anticlinal expansion
The contribution of different tissue layers to anticlinal growth was next examined. At the first observation on 5 DAS, the mesophyll contributed 76% of the total thickness of the leaf blade (Fig. 3A) . Although anticlinal expansion occurred throughout leaf development in all tissues, the rates were higher in the mesophyll than in the epidermis (Fig. 3B ), so that in the mature leaf the mesophyll contributed 81% of the total leaf thickness (Fig. 3A) .
Within the mesophyll, the palisade cells contributed 53% and the spongy mesophyll 23% of total leaf thickness in the youngest stages (Fig. 3A) . Anticlinal expansion rates of the spongy mesophyll tissue were consistently roughly double those of the palisade mesophyll tissue throughout development (Fig. 3B) . Consequently, in the mature leaf, both layers contributed almost equally (44% and 37%, for palisade and spongy mesophyll, respectively) to the total leaf thickness (Fig. 3A) .
Taken together, the results show that, although the period of cell expansion is similar in all tissues and directions, the periclinal expansion rates are by definition equal between all tissue layers since they do not slide relative to one another. In contrast, the expansion in anticlinal and periclinal orientation differs by an order of magnitude. Moreover, the anticlinal expansion rates vary greatly between adjacent cell layers and within each cell type.
Anticlinal cell division and periclinal expansion rates
To investigate potential differences in anticlinal cell division rates, that increase the number of cells per layer, it was decided to compare palisade mesophyll tissues and abaxial epidermal cells. These two layers were chosen because they were the most homogeneous, due to the lack of trichomes which are present in the adaxial epidermis and due to fewer intercellular air spaces which are substantial in the spongy mesophyll and complicate the calculations. Both the abaxial epidermis and palisade mesophyll are therefore easy to study. First the surface area of the first leaf pair was measured to calculate leaf expansion rates, because relative rates of changes in cell size depend on the balance between cell growth (measured as the evolution of leaf area) and cell division rate (that partitions this growing area; Green, 1976) . Then, individual areas of epidermis and palisade cells were determined by quantitative image analysis on periclinal optical sections of the leaf, and cell numbers were calculated by dividing the total leaf area by the average cell area of each individual layer. From 7 to 9 DAS, there was a 4-fold increase in leaf area (Fig. 4A) . At this stage, the palisade cell area was significantly smaller than the epidermal cell area (Fig. 4C, I ), resulting in a slightly higher number of cells in the palisade layer than in the epidermis (Fig. 4D) . From day 13 onwards, this situation was reversed (Fig. 4C,  D) , indicating that the relative rate of size increase was higher in the palisade than in the epidermal cells (Fig. 4E) , so that in the mature leaf the palisade cell area was 1.5-fold larger than that of the average epidermal cell (Fig. 4C, I ). Because average rates of cell expansion (Fig. 4B ) are equal in both layers, different size evolution rates must be due to differences in the division rates in both layers. Indeed, cell division rates in palisade cells declined much faster and divisions stopped around day 13 (when rates became 0), which is ~2 d earlier than in the epidermal layer (Fig. 4F ). This extended division period can be related to meristemoid activity driving guard cell development in the epidermal cell layer as the number of guard cells increased more rapidly than the number of pavement cells during this period (Fig. 4H) . Consequently, the stomatal index, the ratio of guard cells and total number of epidermal cells of the abaxial epidermis, increased rapidly from 7 to 15 DAS, exactly the period where division rates in the epidermis exceed those of the mesophyll (Fig. 4G ). In conclusion, these results show that division rates and the timing of exit from cell division differ between these two cell layers.
Effect of light on leaf growth
After quantifying differences in anticlinal division rates, differences in periclinal division activity that increases the number of cell layers were addressed. For this, it was decided to study the well-documented effect of light intensity on leaf thickness, mediated by differences in the number of palisade cell layers (Dengler, 1980; Yano and Terashima, 2004; Kim et al., 2005; Wuyts et al., 2012) . Specifically, the aim was to address the question of whether variations in cell division, expansion, or a combination of both led to the observed differences in cell layers and leaf thickness. To this end, plants were grown under high (120-130 μmol m -2 s -1 PAR) and low (10-20 μmol m -2 s -1 PAR) light intensities. Light intensity not only affected thickness, but also had a profound effect on leaf area. Under low light, leaves were significantly smaller throughout their development; leaf area increased at a lower rate and the final leaf surface area was decreased by 30% (P=0.000; Fig. 5A ). Indeed, the expansion rate during the early stages of leaf development was about one-third of those of high light plants, which was partly compensated by an increase in the duration of the expansion process (Fig. 5B) . The evolution of the leaf length/width ratio of low light plants reflected this slower development as it followed the same pattern as in high light, namely starting close to 2 in young primordia and declining to 1 at 13 DAS, which is 4 d later than in the high light leaves (Fig. 5E ). An expected phenotype of the low light leaves was the increase in the length of the petiole, which reached to 6.4 mm on 30 DAS, whereas in high light plants it was only 3.7 mm (P=0.000). Interestingly, this increased petiole length was obtained despite the petiole being formed later than in high light leaves (Fig. 5C) . However, the petiole in low light is initiated at a greater length (Fig. 5C ) and in contrast to the blade grows at a much faster rate than at high light (Fig. 5D) . As a consequence, the ratio between blade and petiole length was 2-fold smaller in low light leaves compared with high light (Fig. 5F ; P=0.000). These results indicate a specific stimulation of low light on the initiation and expansion of the petiole.
As expected, the thickness of mature leaves was 45% reduced by low light (P=0.000; Fig. 6A ). Detailed analysis of the thickness over time showed that at 5 DAS there was already a small, but significant reduction in leaf thickness in low light (Figs 6A, 7) . This difference progressively increased during further development. Curiously, in contrast to areal expansion rates (Fig 5B) , the timing of anticlinal expansion was very similar between high and low light. The main difference in leaf thickness appears to be generated between 6 and 15 DAS (Fig. 6A) , when anticlinal expansion rates of low light leaves are only half of those of high light plants (Fig. 6B) .
Quantification of individual cell layers indicated that all cell layers contributed to some extent to this reduced thickness, but the decrease was largest in the palisade (49%; P=0.000) and spongy mesophyll (48%; P=0.008) compared with the adaxial (22%; P=0.018) and abaxial (27%; P=0.003) epidermis (Fig. 6C) . Consistent with earlier reports (Dengler, 1980; Kim et al., 2005) , the decrease in thickness was associated with a decrease of one layer of palisade cells (Figs. 6D,  7) . By determining the number of cell layers throughout the development of the leaf, the aim was to determine the timing of periclinal divisions in order to identify the difference in the division patterns that decreases the palisade by one layer in the low light conditions. Surprisingly, it was found that the final number of layers was already established at 5 DAS, when the kinematic analysis started in both light conditions. Therefore, the differences in the number of cell layers between high and low light were already established before this time point-immediately after germination (Figs 6D, 7) .
These results indicate that the division forming the additional cell layer in high light grown leaves precedes the analysis conducted here and must occur during, or immediately after, germination, whereas the expansion that generates differences in leaf thickness occurs at a later stage (Fig. 6A, B ). This suggests that the effect of light on the periclinal cell divisions that determine the number of cell layers and on expansion that determines leaf thickness are clearly separated in time. This led to the hypothesis that these effects can be uncoupled by changing the light conditions shortly after germination. To test this possibility, plants were germinated and grown in low and high light until 3 DAS and half of them were transferred to the opposite conditions (low to high and high to low light, respectively) till 18 DAS. As predicted, it was found that leaves germinated under low light, but grown in high light had only six cell layers, whereas leaves germinated under high light and grown in low light had seven layers of cells (P=0.06; Fig. 8A, B) . Nevertheless, light conditions during germination had only a very small effect on thickness at maturity, which was almost completely dependent on light conditions during the growth period at later stages (Fig. 8A, C) .
Discussion
Leaf development is a multidimensional process, where temporal variation in the spatial distribution of growth and division rates determines shape and size. To determine quantitatively how cell division and cell expansion contribute to differences in leaf area in response to environment and genetic differences, kinematic analyses have been developed (Nelissen et al., 2013) . For leaves of eudicot plants, such as A. thaliana, these methods typically involve measurements of the growth of the leaf as a whole, assuming a large degree of homogeneity. For determination of cell division, the focus is usually on the abaxial epidermis as a cell layer representative for the whole of the leaf. This approach provides a good insight into the developmental progression of the leaf as a whole, given the strong correlation between kinematic and transcriptome data obtained from whole-leaf samples .
Nevertheless, detailed qualitative studies of cell division (Donnelly et al., 1999; Andriankaja et al., 2012) , cell expansion (Walter et al., 2002; Wiese et al., 2007; Kuchen et al., 2012) , and cellular development (Pyke et al., 1991) in the leaves of A. thaliana showed large differences across the leaf and between tissue layers. In order to obtain a more quantitative insight into spatio-temporal variations in cell division and expansion, the kinematic approach has been adapted here to determine cell division and expansion rates as a function of the major axes of leaf development. The results obtained illustrate the high degree of heterogeneity across the developing leaf.
Differences in growth rates across the developing leaf
Generally, leaf morphology is divided into leaf blade and petiole. Consistent with the present findings, other studies also showed that leaf petioles become significantly shorter under white or strong light, while the length and width of leaf blades were less affected (Tsukaya et al., 2002; Kozuka et al., 2005) . Similar to the present observations, Donnelly et al. (1999) observed the late emergence and higher elongation rates of the petiole compared with the leaf blade.
Furthermore, the present results showed that the longitudinal growth outpaced lateral expansion in early stages of development of the leaf primordium, resulting in an oblong shape. During subsequent development, the blade of the first leaf pair became round due to expansion rates in the lateral direction outpacing those in the longitudinal direction. Ultimately, during the final stages of leaf development, expansion rates became roughly similar in the longitudinal and lateral direction, indicating isodiametric surface expansion of the whole leaf blade.
The differential dynamics of longitudinal and lateral growth relate to genetic findings indicating that expansion in both directions is regulated by separate regulatory pathways. Longitudinal expansion is positively governed by ROT3 or ROT4 (ROTUNDIFOLIA), whereas ANGUSTIFOLIA (AN) regulates lateral expansion (Tsuge et al., 1996; Narita et al., 2004; Tsukaya, 2006) . Hence, an elliptical shape of the leaf was observed in the early stages of its development, which became more spherical because of the higher expansion rate in leaf width. The gene expression data of Beemster et al. (2005) show that the expression of the AN gene is highest at 9 DAS when lateral growth outpaces longitudinal growth, and AN expression decreases until maturity. In contrast, ROT3 expression increases from proliferation until maturity. The opposite expression patterns of ROT3 and AN thus reflect the relative increase in longitudinal expansion around 15 DAS where lateral and longitudinal leaf growth become equal. Therefore, it can be predicted that the change in growth rates in lateral and longitudinal directions is regulated by the crosstalk between ROT3 and AN.
The present study showed that the rate of leaf blade expansion in the dorso-ventral direction are an order of magnitude lower than those in longitudinal and lateral directions, which illustrates that in 3D, leaf growth is highly anisotropic. Superimposed on this anisotropy is the effect of environmental conditions on anticlinal cell expansion, where several studies in different plant species demonstrated strong effects on leaf thickness due to light intensity and water deficiency (Dengler, 1980; Yano and Terashima, 2004; Kim et al., 2005; Wuyts et al., 2012) . To the authors' knowledge, this study provides a first quantitative 3D analysis of cell expansion in the A. thaliana leaf and the results clearly illustrate the magnitude of spatio-temporal variations that contribute to the final leaf shape. The results indicate that individual cells differentially regulate the expansion of their walls depending on their orientation. To address the question of how this is achieved is a cell biological challenge due to the 3D aspect that is not easily accessed by approaches using microscopy. Nevertheless, the present data provide a framework in which such studies can be performed, providing information of the timing and the location at which differences are occurring.
Cell layer-specific contributions to leaf thickness
Leaf growth in the anticlinal direction is determined by growth of the individual cell layers. The present analysis of tissue layers shows that anticlinal expansion rates differ strongly between cell types, with mesophyll tissues having distinctly higher expansion rates than epidermal cells. These results are consistent with observations that epidermal cells grew substantially in area while there is little increase in cell height in Helianthus annuus (Dengler, 1980) . A developmental study of A. thaliana leaves demonstrated the role of mesophyll tissues in determining leaf thickness (Pyke et al., 1991) . The developmental importance of the mesophyll in determining leaf thickness in A. thaliana was demonstrated by Wuyts et al. (2012) who correlated the resulting decrease in leaf thickness with a reduced proportion of mesophyll tissues. This shows that differential growth in the mesophyll tissue is the primary determinant of anticlinal leaf growth. The present results provide the dynamics of cell division and expansion that are at the basis of the observed differences in the number of cell layers and thickness of the leaf.
Under the standard conditions used here, the leaf lamina of A. thaliana forms seven layers of cells, which comprised two epidermal layers (adaxial and abaxial), two layers of palisade, and three layers of spongy mesophyll, which was similar to other studies (Dengler, 1980; Wuyts et al., 2012) . A developmental study of the A. thaliana leaf by Pyke et al. (1991) indicates that the increase in leaf thickness is associated with the degree of elongation of the palisade tissue. The present observation illustrates that the palisade mesophyll tissues contribute more to leaf thickness than spongy mesophyll tissues in the early days of leaf development and that this difference was partially overcome by a higher anticlinal expansion rate in the spongy mesophyll. This shows that palisade mesophyll tissues establish and differentiate earlier than spongy mesophyll tissues. Despite having knowledge about the role of different cell layers in anticlinal growth, the reason for the pronounced difference between cell expansion in anticlinal and in periclinal direction is not clear. In roots and stems anisotropy of cell expansion is determined by the orientation of cellulose microfibrils (Baskin, 2005; Baskin et al., 1999; Roudier et al., 2005) . To the authors' knowledge this aspect has not yet been addressed in the context of the more complex morphology of the eudicot leaf. The present detailed analysis of the time evolution of expansion in different cell layers during the development of the leaf of A. thaliana can provide a basis for such studies.
Anticlinal cell division and size evolution differ between cell layers
The cellular measurements conducted in thie study show that different cell layers have a distinct growth evolution in response to leaf development. Changes in leaf growth have mostly been evaluated by measuring cellular changes in the epidermal and/or mesophyll cell layers (Granier and Tardieu, 1998; Donnelly et al., 1999; Beemster et al., 2005; Wuyts et al., 2010; Andriankaja et al., 2012) and different mutants have been used to explain the molecular basis of the observed growth differences (De Veylder et al., 2001; Horiguchi et al., 2006; Cheng et al., 2013) . However, spatial and temporal differences in the rates of cell division and expansion processes between these cell layers have not been analysed so far.
According to Green (1976) , relative rates of cell size changes are determined by the balance between relative surface extension and cell division rate. Thus, when cell growth and division are perfectly balanced, the leaf area will increase, but the average cell size will be constant. Because expansion rates are the same for all layers, the author concluded that differences in cell size evolution must therefore be due to differences in cell division rates between the layers. In this study, variations in cell division rates between palisade and epidermal cells that cause differences in cell size evolution between these layers have been quantified. Specifically, lower rates of cell division were found in palisade cells than in epidermal cells, so that cell size increase is faster in palisade than in epidermal cells. It is interesting that those two layers, which drive organ growth, have significant differences in proliferation rate. This raises the question of what the factors are that regulate tissuespecific division rates and if there is communication between the different layers to coordinate these rates, and thereby the relative cell sizes and numbers in each tissue, appropriately.
L1 layer-specific expression of two cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor genes, KRP1 and KRP4, by the AtML1 promoter inhibited cell division and reduced overall leaf size (Bemis and Torii, 2007) . Surprisingly, the number of cells in the subepidermal layer was unchanged as compared with the wild type. However, these cells were significantly smaller with distorted organization. This clearly suggests that the L1 layer does not control the cell division of inner layers. In contrast to this result, studies of sectoral chimeras in Nicotiana demonstrated that the cell division rate of mesophyll cells is inhibited by reduced cell division of the epidermis, resulting in smaller leaf sections with normal sized cells (Marcotrigiano, 2010) . This result suggests that the epidermis communicates with the inner layers to stimulate or inhibit their growth.
HOBBIT (HBT) is a CDC27 homologue, which encodes a subunit of the anaphase-promoting complex or cyclosome (APC/C), is a candidate for involvement in this communication. Post-embryonic excision of a single complementing HBT gene copy in a hbt mutant rescued the mutant phenotype, demonstrating that the removal of HBT reduced cell division, which was accompanied by increased cell expansion in all the layers of A. thaliana leaves. Interestingly, in L1-derived sectors (representing excised HBT), cell division could be rescued by the presence of wild-type HBT in the cells from the underlying layers. In contrast, no rescue was found in sectors spanning all three layers; suggesting a role for a non-cell-autonomous signal in controlling cell division between layers (Serralbo et al., 2006) . Additionally, AN3/ GIF1, a transcriptional co-activator, also mediates inter-cell layer signalling to balance cell proliferation in epidermis and mesophyll cells in leaves. Mutation in AN3 reduces epidermal and subepidermal cell number, resulting in smaller leaves, and recent studies have placed AN3 as a central component in the regulation of the transition from cell proliferation to differentiation (Kawade et al., 2013; Vercruyssen et al., 2014) . Savaldi-Goldstein et al. (2007) studied inter-cell communication during cell expansion by using the L1-specific promoter AtML1 to trigger the expression of the brassinosteroid receptor (BRI1) or the brassinosteroid biosynthetic enzyme CPD in the background of their corresponding mutants (bri1 and cpd). The cells of epidermal and subepidermal layers in these lines were rescued to wild-type size, demonstrating that upon brassinosteroid perception non-autonomous growth signals are sent from the epidermis to the inner layers. It will be interesting to determine the exact nature of the signalling molecules involved as well as the potential role of other hormones by which different layers communicate to regulate cell proliferation and expansion.
Low light differentially affects leaf growth in three dimensions
The study of leaf growth under control conditions revealed large differences in rates of cell division and expansion in virtually all dimensions tested. Low light intensity added another level of complexity, which generally inhibits cell division and expansion throughout the leaf, with the notable exception of petiole expansion rates, which are stimulated (Fig. 5D) .
Many previous studies in various plant species have shown that darkness or low light reduced the final leaf area, leaf thickness, and epidermal cell number (Dengler, 1980; Yano and Terashima, 2004; Kim et al., 2005; Cookson and Granier, 2006; Wuyts et al., 2012) . The present study showed that shading reduced the leaf surface area through a decreased leaf expansion rate, which is partly compensated by an increased duration of expansion. A similar effect on leaf expansion was seen after UV-B treatment in A. thaliana (Hectors et al., 2010) .
The enhancement of petiole length in combination with decreased leaf blade length by shading of A. thaliana plants is consistent with earlier reports (Tsukaya et al., 2002) . The present results demonstrate that these increased petiole lengths are primarily related to enhanced petiole elongation rates, whereas the reduced size of the leaf blade is due to a parallel inhibition of cell expansion in the blade. This contrasting response is consistent with studies of photoreceptor mutants showing that PHYB and CRY1 promote leaf blade expansion and inhibition of petiole elongation in red light and blue light, respectively. Moreover, sucrose appears to promote leaf blade and petiole growth in the dark, whereas it inhibits them in the light (Kozuka et al., 2005) . Therefore, the contrasting effect of light on the leaf blade and petiole under low light is likely to be controlled by the interaction of sugars and photoreceptors.
The results show that the well-documented effect of low light on leaf thickness was associated with a reduction in thickness of all cell layers. However, the best-documented effect of low light is the inhibition of the number of palisade cell layers (Dengler, 1980; Yano and Terashima, 2001; Kim et al., 2005; Wuyts et al., 2012) . Indeed, a one-layer reduction in palisade cells was observed under low light compared with high light. Surprisingly, it was found that this difference was already established prior to leaf emergence (Fig. 6D) , whereas the differences in anticlinal cell expansion only occurred between 5 and 15 DAS (Fig. 6E) . By moving plants from high to low and from low to high light conditions at 3 DAS, when seeds are germinating and start to unfold their cotyledons, the effects of the light intensity on division and expansion were almost completely uncoupled. The relationship between cell division and expansion is complex, and compensation in size occurs in response to inhibition of cell division (Beemster et al., 2003; Horiguchi and Tsukaya, 2011) . Here, it is shown that in addition to areal growth, compensation can also occur in the anticlinal orientation.
Light can be perceived by seedlings prior to germination, as can be seen from effects on seed germination, where darkness significantly reduces the germination percentage (Qu et al., 2008) . Different phytochromes are involved in the control of seed germination and shade avoidance responses in plants, where phytochrome B is expressed from seedling up to mature plant stages (Somers and Quail, 1995; Chen et al., 2004) . Consequently, it is conceivable that the effect on periclinal divisions in the non-emerged primordium is mediated by internal signals induced in response to light perception in the seed coat, the unfolded cotyledons, or the radicle, which can sense the low light before the primordium of the first leaf pair is exposed to it. The present study shows the importance of the early stages of leaf development, which is consistent with mathematical models that link early primordial morphology to final leaf shape through spatial regulation of the growth distribution (Kuchen et al., 2012) .
Implications of kinematic analysis
One of the reasons for performing kinematic analyses on the (abaxial) epidermal layer, despite its more complex composition of cell types (pavement cells, meristemoids, and guard cells) compared with the palisade mesophyll layer is the absence of potential periclinal divisions in the latter tissue (De Veylder et al., 2001) . Such divisions would lead to an underestimation of cell division activity when the analysis is solely based on paradermal (optical) sections of the leaf. However, the present study shows that such divisions are restricted to a time window that precedes that of kinematic analyses and therefore validates kinematic studies based on palisade cells.
Conclusion
Leaf growth is a multidimensional process, which involves well-defined cellular arrangement of cell types in lateral, longitudinal, and dorso-ventral directions. To the authors' knowledge this is the first quantitative kinematic study of the spatio-temporal dynamics of cell division and expansion rates along the three different axes, which adds an extra dimension to our knowledge of leaf development. This study opens up new possibilities for further research, which can explain a number of interesting questions such as when exactly division at the early stage establishes the number of mesophyll cell layers and which are the factors involved in regulating this process. Another area of research is to determine the mechanisms that establish the variation between leaf expansion in anticlinal and areal directions. Moreover, the study forms a framework for further in-depth studies of the cellular and molecular basis to explain the observed differences in cell division and expansion rates across the eudicot leaf.
